The **ATCO** 20” Special Model is **Special**

No other model in the Atco range carries the suffix 'special'. This 20' mower has been evolved from years of development and research into the problems associated with mowing golf greens and all fine turf. Among the many features of this purpose-built machine is a 12-bladed cutter giving 135 cuts per yard; optimum weight that enables it to hug the surface without over-compaction; separate new lever-operated cutter clutch and powered detachable transporting wheels for rapid inter-green travel without damage; full width divided rear roller for manoeuvrability without surface disturbance and an amply powered 150 c.c. four-stroke engine. But that's not all; this machine, like all Atcos, is backed by a unique nationwide service network, staffed by grasscutting specialists, always on hand to advise and recommend on your particular requirements.

Little wonder more and more progressive Clubs are turning to Atco.

**Let ATCO work for you!**

The best way to judge a mower’s capabilities is to see it at work on your own turf. We will gladly arrange a demonstration of this or any other Atco at a time to suit your convenience.

*If you prefer, free literature is available on request from*

CHARLES H. PUGH LIMITED,
P.O. Box No. 256, ATCO WORKS, TILTON ROAD, BIRMINGHAM 9.
When digging up a divot,
I'm not sure whether to hide it,
Ignore it, replace it,
Or maybe subdivide it.
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Scaled down in every way except in the capacity to handle hard work the BMC Mini Tractor is exceptionally versatile. Its light weight is a particular advantage in every phase of turf cultivation. Powered by a BMC 4-cylinder diesel engine and available with hydraulics and power take-off the BMC Mini can be applied also to loading levelling, grading, and a variety of work requiring mechanical, hydraulic or pneumatic power. Ask your BMC/Nuffield dealer to arrange a working demonstration with the BMC Mini Tractor.


THE BRITISH MOTOR CORPORATION LIMITED
(Agricultural Sales Division), LONGBRIDGE, BIRMINGHAM.
Overseas Business: BMC Export Sales Ltd.,
Birmingham and 41-46 Piccadilly, London W.1
Norwich Council which gave up its 18-hole municipal golf course for the new University of East Anglia is back in the golf business. By 26 votes to 10 the Council last month approved the plan for a pitch and putt course in Eaton Park. The total cost of the scheme together with a park for 150 cars is estimated at £12,000.

* * * *

Merton Council in Surrey have already completed their new pitch and putt course which only cost £1,800. It is situated in Morden Park and has nine holes with an average length of 85 yards.

* * * *

Market Drayton has extended its nine-hole course from 5,626 yards to 6,460 yards. The Club has now ten holes but by playing the first and last holes only once and the remaining holes twice members still get round in the regulation 18 holes.

* * * *

Two new driving ranges opened last month, one at Kersley, Bolton, and another at Woodham Mortimer near Maldon in Essex. Kirkby golfers on Merseyside may also be having an American-style driving range, one of the Arnold Palmer Enterprises.

* * * *

Cont’d over
Glasgow Corporation is planning a 400 acres recreation area at Bishoploch near Easterhouse. Football, putting, bowling and sailing are planned to accompany an 18-hole golf course. The Parks Department is also modernising clubhouses at the City's eight municipal courses. The new pavilion at Lethamhill with 720 lockers for men and 79 for women has already been opened. It cost £52,000. Littlehill municipal course is next in line for improvement.

* * *

Malvern golf course may be going back to 18 holes. It has been reduced to nine since the War when the Ministry of Defence took a large section for Woodfarm Camp. Now the Ministry wishes to dispose of fourteen acres.

---

FOR HIRE

SISIS AUTOTURFMAN Aerator for hire, £25 per week — Do it yourself. J. B. Burnell, 2 Clarence Road, Eaglescliffe, Stockton on Tees.

---

ESTABLISHED

 Tradition

is important to our highly skilled team of maintenance and service engineers. Immediate delivery of spare parts — from the largest stock of spares in the trade. An immediate service exchange assembly (engines, cutting cylinders, magneto, etc.). Reliable maintenance service to keep your equipment in top working order. Our Service Engineers and Demonstrators are available at any time. H.P. facilities available.

NEW EQUIPMENT ALWAYS IN STOCK

Distributors and Authorised Repair Agents to Ransomes, Sims and Jeffries. Official London Area Distributors for Ransomes specialist machines

HONDA Officially Appointed Service Depot for VILLIERS & J.A.P. Industrial and Agricultural Engines.

Main Agents and Distributors for Clinton Briggs & Stratton engines

RELF AND KENDALL

406 BRIGHTON ROAD, SOUTH CROYDON, SURREY. CRO 0578
11 STATION ROAD, NEW BARNET, BARNET 8228

Member of the British Member of the National Golf Greenkeepers' Association Groundsmen

Contractors to : Municipal Authorities, Sports Clubs, Golf Clubs, Reconditioning and Maintenance of all grass cutting equipment.
ELEMENTS OF GOLF COURSE LAYOUT AND DESIGN

Excerpts from the Golf Development Council's newly published booklet. Available from the Secretary, The Golf Development Council. Price 2s. 6d. Plentiful illustrations and details of course equipment and running costs make this booklet a useful addition to the greenkeeper's library.

GREENS

Greens should be visible from the approach shot especially at short holes and have a prepared putting area of between 450 and 850 square yards depending on the internal design derived from the situation, the strategy of the hole, the length and type of approach shot and the degree of use expected. The long axis of the green will generally favour approach from one particular area of the fairway. Slopes in any direction, hollows and undulations may be introduced but like the general outline should be related to the scheme of play. They should never be so extensive that there are insufficient fairly level areas to cut holes and distribute wear, nor so acute that special problems of maintaining an even turf could arise and the progress of a putt become unpredictable. In practice, the more slopes contained in a green the larger its surface. There should be at least one special target area to present the problems of the hole at their best.

The construction and maintenance of the greens are next in importance to the general design of the course, and no money should be spared in providing proper sub-soil conditions and drainage, 10-inch depth of fertile top-soil of suitable texture and reaction, the appropriate fertilisers and the correct strains of grass seed. Good turf is rarely obtainable and the cost seldom justified. The Sports Turf Research Institute, Bingley, Yorkshire, will advise on these matters.

TEES

Tees should not be more than 60 yards from the preceding green but contour or boundaries sometimes override this consideration. They are normally elevated, rectangular and level. External slopes should be gradual to minimise formality and maintenance. Tees should be of adequate area and number to distribute wear, especially at short holes, and to suit the length of the hole to conditions (e.g. shorter in winter) and type of use (e.g. championship ladies'). Tees of random shape are made but, though logical, are not immediately popular. There should be at least 250-350 square yards of teeing ground at long holes and 350-450 square yards at short holes but tee mats will still be needed on public courses in winter. Long single tees are feasible on reasonably flat sites and reduce mowing time but, on long courses, may waste space between the extreme backs and the forward areas suitable for everyday use. In strongly undulating country, several single tees may be inevitable to overcome problems of visibility and avoid expensive earth-moving.

BUNKERS

Well-sited bunkers cause thought before a shot is played—those punishing only a bad shot, though necessary for the control of play, contribute little to interest. They should not noticeably help judgment of line or distance, and size, shape and relative location should vary constantly. Wing bunkers guarding the green entrance are generally fundamental in the strategy of the hole. Strategy, broadly speaking, reduces the advantage of the safest line of play from the tee or second shot and rewards, by an easier approach to the green or the possibility of finishing closer to the hole, those who have earlier risked carrying or skirting one or more hazards. On these lines the player is stimulated to take stock of his ability and to play his best. Failure at any

(Continued on page 6)
hurdle should normally leave a chance, however remote, of redeeming error. Penal bunkers placed to catch the mistakes of the weak player may double the penalty. Bunkers should not be excessive where maintenance costs will have to be watched and shrubs, trees, water, hollows, mounds or slopes may all be used with discretion to add interest to play. The formation of the sand area should be carefully linked to surrounding land contours and direction of play. A natural “eroded” face with random outline should be aimed at and, on inland courses especially, related bunkers in a hole should form a coherent design both in play and in landscape effect. On seaside and exposed sites the size of the sand area and its surrounding contours should minimise the risk of scouring by the wind.

FAIRWAYS AND ROUGH

The width of fairways will generally vary between 30 and 45 yards with an irregular outline related to the scheme of play and merging not too obviously with the rough. Inner rough is kept short on most courses to avoid the delay of lost balls. Planting trees and shrubs in the outer rough and as a background to greens and tees will improve appearance and the safety of restricted sites but it should not be relied on unduly for the latter purpose. Separation of holes is desirable but thin avenues down each hole should be avoided. The objections to big leaves, the poisonous effect of pine needles, and the wide root range of certain species should be remembered. A basic mixture of Pine and Silver Birch, suitably relieved, commends itself on several scores. Most flowering or decorative trees and shrubs common in formal gardens are not appropriate in the golfing landscape.

The use of existing planting to frame holes will form part of the initial planning and isolated trees may sometimes be used as potential hazards in play. On small, well-wooded sites it should be remembered that clearing adequate playing widths may destroy the landscape effect of the whole area unless these are carefully aligned to conform with the general planting scheme. Similarly the value of existing belts of woodland or tree-groups must be carefully weighed against the additional length of holes which might be achieved if they were removed.

GENERAL

Shelters distributed round the course will encourage play in wet weather, and there must be adequate storage under cover for course equipment, machinery, fertilisers and the preparation of compost. A water supply to each green is essential for a high standard of maintenance. Fairway watering is still exceptional. Seats, drinking fountains, bright flags, freshly painted flag sticks and tee markers, tidy fences or hedges, adequate direction arrows and litter baskets all contribute to the general impression of the course. A practice ground and putting green should be provided near the clubhouse with tees for tuition, a practice bunker and distance markers. Practice nets under cover for use in wet weather will be equally useful.

The practice ground will occupy between 3-4 acres if of average dimensions. It will hold many more players if operated on the “driving range” principle. Factors which may be taken into account include a northerly direction of play, protection of teeing areas from wind, descending rather than ascending ground with visibility of the landing area either side of 200 yards, and target greens, posts or defined areas with marked lengths. Width rather than length governs potential use—70 yards by 250 yards would be an acceptable average.

OTHER FORMS OF FULL-SCALE LAYOUT

It is probable that the ultimate interest and challenge of the game of golf will always reside in the standard layout of 18 holes built on the lines described. The infinite variety of this formula, the duration of the round,
HON. SECRETARY'S NOTES

1968 Annual Tournament

PLEASE NOTE THAT THE entry form for the Annual Tournament is on page 10. Do not delay in returning it to me if you are coming to Skegness.

Annual Draw

Tickets are now in the hands of the Section Secretaries and it is hoped that all members will make a great effort to ensure the financial success of this draw.

Open Championship

The Secretary of the Royal and Ancient Golf Club has again kindly forwarded 12 passes for the "Open" at Carnoustie. Any member who would like to make use of one should apply to me as soon as possible — first come first served.

Accommodation for Skegness

If you are looking for accommodation in Skegness fill in the form below stating your requirements and send it to the Manager, Entertainments and Publicity, Town Hall, Skegness.

SKEGNESS OFFICIAL GUIDE ENQUIRY COUPON

Please supply details of terms of (there insert B/Residence, B/B, Apartments, Flat, Caravan, etc., as required) which you have available during the period to

I require... Rooms (double, single, family)
to accommodate adults children, age

Name
Address

Tel. No. Date

R. C. CRAIG AND CO. LTD.

SPECIALISTS IN THE REPAIR AND MAINTENANCE OF ALL TYPES OF MOWERS

★ Agents for: RANSOMES SIMS & JEFFERIES Ltd.

★ LLOYDS & Co. Ltd.
WEBBS LAWN MOWERS

★ Distributors: DENNIS BROS Ltd.

★ GANG MOWERS FOR HIRE

We will gladly call on you to advise on your grass cutting equipment or arrange demonstrations. Ring us now.

★

153 Arch Stamford Brook Station, LONDON, W.6.
RIVERSIDE 5415
and the degree of physical effort involved all seem to fulfil what is expected from the game. There are nevertheless some 482 nine-hole golf courses in the British Isles and there is no doubt that nine holes are better than none at all.

A new scheme started on these lines should provide wherever possible for eventual extension to 18 holes. The potential membership of about 150-200 full-playing members is quickly reached and the congestion arising when those waiting to play have to be intercalated with those starting their second nine diminishes the enjoyment of the round and may drive players elsewhere.

The principles of layout, design, and relative area are identical for nine holes as for 18 with two par-3s, two par-5s and five par-4s, the normal framework to achieve 3,000 yards more or less. Greens and tees will be of equivalent standard and area though, if space permits, alternative tees to vary line and distance in the second round will increase interest.

The clubhouse will be scaled down but even so it will be proportionately more expensive, like the golf course itself, when valued on the basis of potential users.

In sparsely populated districts this formula may well be appropriate or where there is some doubt as to immediate support for 18 holes or where the budget is limited and the second phase could be financed out of income from the first nine.

Near urban areas the nine-hole course is of greatest use when attached to an 18-hole course thus greatly increasing capacity while spreading the cost of the clubhouse over a greater number of players. In these circumstances it is possible to reduce the length of the nine-hole course if space is limited. A layout of 2,000 yards with four of five par-3s will be perfectly acceptable as a relief course and useful for beginners, the elderly, or on summer evenings for anyone with no time for a full round. An addition of this type is also of the greatest value for a municipal course where the proportion of beginners is high and the problems of congestion acute. It need occupy no more than 25-35 acres.

One public course near London reports 40,000 rounds on its short nine-hole course and 60,000 on its 18-hole course though the rounds of members must be added to the second figure.

Where two 18-hole courses are provided it appears undesirable to lower the standard of one in order to benefit the other unless there are very cogent reasons. A full-scale layout cannot fall too far below the average without the risk of reproach and there is a strong case for equality of standard in two courses side by side in order to equalise the load. The natural desire to have one course of high standard will often override this recommendation when space is limited but the better course should not then be planned for a total length which will rarely be used.

---


Send for catalogue.

H. PATTISSON & CO. LTD. STANMORE MIDDLESEX
Telephone: 01-954 4171
When all others have gone home there is still work to be done for the Ransomes Auto-Certes mower on the Centre Court at Wimbledon, coaxing the grass into shape.

CHANGES AT WIMBLEDON

Things are changing a bit this year at Wimbledon—new tennis by professionals, a new head groundsman, Mr R. Twyman, and a new motor mower, the Ransomes 18" Auto-Certes.

For many years, under the former head groundsman, the late Mr Eddie Fuller, a Ransomes hand Cerites was used to keep the grass in perfect trim.

Wimbledon will never be the same again—but the grass will still be perfect.

FOR HIRE

AVAILABLE FOR HIRE, WITH or without operator, Ryan turf cutters, Ryan Ren-O-Thin rotorakes, Ryan greensaire aerators, Sisis heavy-duty spikers, Howard rotavators, excavating and drainage machinery. Coswells, Agricultural and Sportsground Contractors, Crompton Road, Farington, Leyland, Lancs. Telephone: Leyland 21243.

JOINT COUNCIL FOR GREENKEEPER APPRENTICESHIP

The name and address of the Hon. Secretary of the Apprenticeship Council is now: P. C. French, 3 Skeet Hill Cottages, Daltons Road, Chelsfield, Orpington, Kent.

MISCELLANEOUS

Professionals and Greenkeepers having stocks of used golf balls contact Sparkbrook Golf Ball Co., 295 Highgate Road, Stoney Lane, Birmingham, with a view to filling export orders.
**SPECIAL OCCASIONS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>JUNE</th>
<th>5th</th>
<th>Southern Section A.G.M.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>20th</td>
<td>Midland Section Annual Match.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>24th</td>
<td>Northern Section President's Prize Competition—Howley Hall Golf Club.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>JULY</th>
<th>1st</th>
<th>Midland Section A.G.M. and Summer Tournament—Habberley Golf Club.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2nd</td>
<td>Welsh Section A.G.M.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>AUGUST</th>
<th>12th</th>
<th>B.G.G.A. Annual Tournament—Seacroft Golf Club, Skegness.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>13th</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>14th</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| SEPTEMBER | 10th | Southern Section Autumn Tournament—Stoke Poges Golf Club. |
|           | 18th | Welsh Section Autumn Tournament—Clyne Golf Club. |
|           | 25th | Midland Section Autumn Tournament—Harbourne Golf Club. |

| OCTOBER | 18th | Midland Section Annual Dinner and Dance. Merrivale Hotel. |

---

**FILL UP AND POST THIS FORM AT ONCE TO:**

HON. SECRETARY, B.G.G.A., ADDINGTON COURT GOLF CLUB, FEATHERBED LANE, ADDINGTON, CROYDON, SURREY

B.G.G.A. **ANNUAL TOURNAMENT** 1968

SEACROFT GOLF CLUB, SKEGNESS, LINCS.

on 12th, 13th and 14th August

Please enter my name as a competitor and send me the full programme and conditions of the competition and draw sheet when published.

NAME (Block Letters) ..........................................................

ADDRESS ...........................................................................

......................................................................................

CLUB .......................................................... B.G.G.A. SECTION ....................................

HANDICAP .......................... at (Course) SSS .............

Place X in box if eligible for Artisan Medal
Place X in Box if eligible for Coming of Age Cup (60 and over)
Place X in box if requiring a caddy car 1st day
2nd day
3rd day

ENTRIES CLOSE 30th JUNE